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Camp and Travel - Out&About with

Dayv provides a safe place for

newcomers to camping and travel in

Australia (and elsewhere) to learn,

explore and ask questions – and get

answers.

 

It is hoped that people who already

camp and travel also come here for

ideas, travel tips, camping hacks

and to share their skills, knowledge,

photos and stories with us all.

 

I also have several friends and

contacts with various backgrounds

whom I am sure you will enjoy

meeting in the Tent.

"In the tent" means coming on board

and registering with Camp and

Travel as a user, a participant of this

growing like minded group.

 

This eBook is a composition of Tips

and Hacks previously shared - our

first 20, with more to come. 

 

Camp  a nd  T r a v e l

E.Book 1-20  

Camping T ips and Hacks

I respectfully acknowledge the Traditional Owners of the land on which our travels

and camps take place. I pay my respects to the Elders past, present and emerging,

for they hold the memories, the traditions, the culture and hopes of Aboriginal and

Torres Strait Islander peoples.

 

Photos

 

All photographs in this

publication have been taken by

Out&About with Dayv and are

subject to relevant intellectual

property provisions. Requests

for permission to use or

purchase any of these images

should be submitted to the

email address below.

 

Additional photographs or

requests for other places,

animals or things can also be

submitted to this email

address.

 

dayv@campandtravel.com.au
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You’ll find it a big help if everything you take with you on your

camps and travels has its place.    You never know when, or

under what conditions (dead of night, emergency etc) you’ll

need to access that all-important ‘thing’ - be it a torch, lighter,

toilet paper, keys, kids dummy, kids (I’m guilty of that one) etc. 

 

Your campsite, or car / caravan is so much smaller than your

house - but it’s all somewhat new and different.    Knowing

where stuff is prevents raised voices, the blame game and

stress (on all sides).   I used to instruct my cadets on this and

their need to put their hands on their toothbrush without

pulling the whole kit apart.  

 

Equally, others need to respect the place where stuff is kept -

and put it back when finished. A place for everything and

everything in its place. Feel free to share if there’s someone

you know who needs to ‘know their place’.

Camp and Travel Know
your place

1



The trip from Gatton to Clifton (SE

Queensland) on the Gatton-Clifton

Road (strangely enough) is well worth

the drive - if only to go through the

Heifer Creek Road Cutting. Built in 1939,

the cutting marked the beginnings of

Thiess Brothers as a major civil

contractor in Australia. A memorial with

information boards (and rest area /

campground) to their efforts can be

found about 7 kms south-west of here.

Oh, to be a dog sometimes.

What a great feeling it must be

to put your head out the window

as far as you can and feel the

wind in your hair - and being

with your mates. For us - it’s

‘road rules apply’ apply. Thanks

for the inspiration Baxter.
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If you haven’t got some already, you probably have one on

your to-do-list. We all need #checklists. ✔  
 

These can be physical lists of things to pack or do, or simply

lists you have in you head. I have lists of things I need to do, or

get done, before my next trip.  

 

In regards to more routine tasks (like hitching up the trailer),

that list is in my head - well supported by a thing call muscle

memory (Google it). It’s this muscle memory and brain memory

(I’ll call it) that is more important than we think. That’s why it’s

also important that, when you start on such an unwritten

‘checklist’, you finish it. If you leave a set routine because

you’re distracted by a shiny thing or by someone distracting

you in conversation etc - that is when your muscle memory and

the ol’ brainbox  tend to fail you. 

 

This is when you forget to connect the chains on the hitch or

the 7-pin plug. So, if you start a simple, but important, task -

be sure to finish it. If you do have to stop part way, think of

using some sort of obvious prompt to remind you. Or... is that

another checklist?

Camp and Travel Check
Lists

2



The Yangan Masonic Hall, near

Warwick in SE Queensland, was

built around 1898 and always

reminds me of the Munster’s

house from the old ‘60s TV Series

- some would say ‘sitcom’. The

plaque to the Hall reads “This

was Yangan’s first School of Arts

and was acquired by the Yangan

Lodge as their meeting place in

1912”. Oh, and there’s an old

Police Cell across the road (if you

look carefully) and the Yangan

Hotel serves lunches.

As many may know, the states and territories of Australia have

different rail gauges (the distance between the rails). But, here in

Wallangarra, straddling the border of Queensland and New South

Wales, the design of the railway station itself is split in two.
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Your GPS can be your best friend when trying to negotiate

you, the family, your tug and your trailer (#caravan or

#camper) through strange country or busy major city roads.  I

find poor ol’ Australian English - Lee (my GPS) even cops

abuse, and snide comments from me at any wrong turns or

missed exits far better than my Minister for Finance and War

would. 

 

In fact, we both tend to gang up on Lee. But, don’t rely on Lee

blindly... Check his intended route and where he plans on

taking you before setting off.  I remember once taking the

wrong road into Sydney with the 16.5ft caravan. We wanted to

get to Narrabeen and ended up exiting just before the ‘Coat

Hanger’. Our good mate Lee took us and the caravan through

the leafy, yet winding, streets of Neutral Bay - shoulda popped

into Kirrabilli. If you do miss the all too important landmark or

bakery, a quick glance at the map on the screen will help -

even if you haven’t told Lee where to go. You’ll be able to see

the town’s road system and you can simply turn left and

possibly double back on a parallel street - and possibly get a

park too.  

 

I often drive with the map on - but don’t tell Lee where I’m

going. This really messes with his head. Even better, Lee won’t

push his music selections on you, he won’t drink your beers and

he’ll never say your late - he just adjusts your arrival time. 

Camp and Travel - Fall in
love with your GPS but
don't do it blindly
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Brisbane’s City Hall

(Queensland) was built in 1920.

I remember, as a kid, looking

up at the clock tower - which

was then the tallest building in

Brisbane. When restrictions are

lifted, it’s a nostalgic trip up

the elevator and stairs to the

clock face. Be sure to go up in

the mornings to hear the clock

strike on the hour - although it

does strike every 15 minutes.
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Something I do when camping is to take paper plates and

bowls. Just the simple unwaxed one-use type. You can still

take your plastic, melamine or best china plates to provide a

sturdy base. 

 

But, serving up on the paper saves a hell of a lot of effort

when it comes to washing up. You can bin the paper after - or

better yet, whack it on the fire.

Camp and Travel - Take
the Paper

4



First sunset in the Simpson

Desert for me back 2018 meant

a cold curry camel pie from the

Birdsville Bakery for entree and

a nip ( or three) of rum from my

hip flask - (a retirement present

from my work mates).
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Say it with me - “G’day! How’s it goin’? Need a hand?”  

 

This is often the start of some great conversations when on the

road. If you pull over in the side of the road, a bush track or on

the beach, don’t be surprised if you’re hit with these

questions.  

 

Similarly, if you see someone who may be doin’ it tough - ask

the same questions. I was reminded of this when I met Ben on

the weekend. Ben heads #no_mates4X4, a Facebook group to

‘let everyone know you are not alone and

#itaintweaktospeak’. 

 

Using these same questions when camping and travelling to

reach out to help those in need for a wide variety of reasons.

Try it today - even if you’re at work or out and about. Thanks

Ben - I got home ok. Our chat meant a lot to me.

Camp and TravelG’day!
How’s it Goin’? Need a
Hand?
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Cockatoos invade a palm
tree at Woodburn on the

Richmond River in northern
New South Wales. They

made for a noisy sunset -
but a great photo.

Social platform aware

seagulls wait for that perfect

moment when a tourist snaps

them in the foreground of the

Sydney Opera House or the

Harbour Bridge. Well..., they

can’t take selfies can they?
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With many new people joining us on the this page, I thought I’d

be good to plug an acquaintance of mine, Jackie, and her

webpage: https://countrypubcamping.com

 

There’s also an accompanying Facebook group where the

pubs and latest news and experiences are shared. The

moderators are great and it’s a safe group. When you sign up

to the page, you’ll find that you can search for pubs

throughout Australia where you can stop, have a rest, a drink,

a chat, a feed and camp nearby.  There’s also files by each

state that you can refer to, or print off and keep in the glove

box (like I do). 

 

The camp may be out the back of the pub, across the road or

just down the street - but still close enough to walk. One pre-

requisite of the camp is that it needs to be free of cost,

donation or cheap. Some may have power. Some may require

that you to be fully self-contained. But others may offer

amenities and showers (some only during pub open hours). 

 

Just be sure to set-up camp before you imbibe. It may also

help if you check out my blog on Free Camping in Australia at:

https://campandtravel.com.au/free-camping-in-australia/

Camp and Travel - You
Had Me at Pub and Camp

6
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The Hon Minister for Finance and War at the

Macleod tartan power pole in Maclean, northern

New South Wales. Poles around the town are

painted in a variety of tartans and you can find

yours (if you have one) by getting a map from the

information centre or just wander around. The

Macleod moto is ‘Hold Fast’ - how true.
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Last week, I saw that a major discount supermarket chain had

15amp 240volt power leads on sale. Now that’s ok and I’ll let

you be the judge on their quality for the rigours of outdoor use

over extended periods. But, what you need to be aware of is

that these particular leads came on a roll-up reel. 

 

There are hazards in using extension leads while they are kept

rolled up - or coiled.  Electricity travelling through cables

generates heat - which under normal load circumstances is

dissipated to the air or ground and the insulation around the

wires are designed for that. However, when the lead is wound

up (and tightly as is the case on a reel), this heat builds up and

the extension lead can catch on fire - and short.

 

  Note too that 15amps is a heavier load than the normal

10amps you have about the house. You will see on packaging

for leads etc that they say “Do Not Operate While Coiled” (or

similar). Please understand why they say this and place your

leads next to your van, camper or outside your tent as a

twisted dishevelled mess - there’s no prizes for neatness for

this one.

Coiled Power Leads - an
Electrical and Fire Hazard
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Many hours of driving can provide you with time to think. In January

2015, I wrote to Queensland Main Roads and asked why they couldn’t

‘un-conceal’ driveways. Someone must know where they are and it’d

really help if they shared this ‘secret’ with the travelling public. Well...

after several months, I found that the Queensland department had

taken this vexing issue to the Traffic Management Practice Group and

a National Technical Committee for further consideration. The end

result is that you will now see Concealed Driveway signs with

supplementary messages nominating the side of the road (ON

LEFT/RIGHT) and the distance to the concealed driveway. People

power!! Big thanks to Jon - I hope you’re doing well.

The Kin Kin Aquatic Centre in the

Sunshine Coast hinterland (SE Qld). It’s

great how Aussie humour can sometimes

be tucked away in the most isolated

and/or unexpected places.
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You may find that you use your hands more when camping and

travelling, even using them in different ways and relying on

them to keep going the next day. 

 

Your hands are required to hitch the trailer, loosen and tighten

shackles, carry firewood, cut firewood, grab the camp oven,

move rocks, shovel, scrape etc etc.  Hands also cop a caning

on cold mornings - sometimes just turning a handle or

disconnecting the hose.

 

So you need to protect them - not just to stop you hurting

them, but so you can keep using them. I keep a cheap pair of

gloves within easy reach under the driver’s seat - and another

in the back of the car.

Use Protection - Even
when camping

8



That quintessential town of Birdsville, in South West

Queensland, is just one of those towns (and pubs) that

you just gotta visit. The Birdsville Races are held here

on the first Saturday of each year - but it’s still a great

place to visit when it’s quiet.
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No matter how good (or bad) a cook you are, you’ve most

probably come across a recipe at some time that required you

to mix up the sauce, the batter or the cake mix.  

 

Well, with this little tip (#hack) you’ll be able to make a

pancake or cake mix, a white sauce or even a batch of vanilla

slices (see my recipe on www.campandtravel.com.au)

anywhere. Provided you have a drill...  

 

Next time you’re in the supermarket, grab a set of skewers - or

just grab one from home (I’m sure no one really knows how

many skewers actually belong in the second drawer down).

With that skewer in the drill you can mix away and even

change the speed settings. Just resist trying the ‘hammer’

setting.  Then again, if you really relish “#camphero” status try

a paint stirrer from Bunnings. Have fun and mix it up.

Mix it up a bit when
camping and travelling

9
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Every now and then we’re reminder how big

Australia is and how differently the states and

territories interact - like railway gauges and

treatment of isolation during the COVID-19

pandemic. It’s only when it comes together that

we really notice it. At Cameron Corner,

Queensland (or is it New South Wales or

perhaps South Australia) the time zones and

daylight saving can be a headache - much like

the morning after.
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I think you’ll agree that there are definitely times when its great to be

‘lost’ - or at least far a away from the hustle and bustle of everyday life,

with no one else around. But, there are also times when you’ll want

emergency services people to know exactly where you are, and for

them to be able to find you.  I had the opportunity of talking with a

couple of Fire and Rescue guys at the shops the other day - and no,

they weren’t shopping for toilet paper - and I asked them what the best

way was for someone to give instructions to where they were in an

emergency.

 

Obviously, there’s street addresses, but my question was in regard to a

bush scenario or a long outback road etc. They immediately referred

me to the Emergency+ App. Once you’ve downloaded the App to your

mobile phone, you can simply open it up and it will immediately give

you the latitude and longitude (a mapping ‘grid’ of the Earth where the

Equator is a line of latitude ) of where you are and a street address (if

there is one). Emergency+ uses your mobile phone’s GPS for its

location. 

 

You can open the map for more details and you can simply click on a

button to dial ‘000’ - or SES or Police (saving 000 for emergencies). As

Emergency+ says on the App Shop, it “...is a national app developed by

Australia’s emergency services...”. Just remember that Emergency+ and

using your mobile phone to call 000 will depend on your mobile phone

service at that time and for your location. But, you can still use the App

to find your location and use that reference for other communications

such as CB radio, Satellite phone or even sending a runner etc.  

 

You can download Emergency+ for IOS / Apple devices at

https://apps.apple.com/au/app/emergency/id691814685. When you

do download Emergency+, I suggest that you save it to your mobile’s

Home Screen so you can find it quickly.

Know Where You Are -
STAT!!!
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Vietnam Veterans Commemorative

Walk, Seymour, Northern Victoria. It

is well worth sliding off the Hume

Highway (M31) to visit the town of

Seymour on the Goulburn River (110

km north of Melbourne). Opened in

2013, the Vietnam Veterans

Commemorative Walk “meanders

amidst native trees and grasses that

resemble rubber trees and rice

paddies” - synonymous with

Vietnam (source:

visitmelbourne.com). I found my visit

to this place, with its list of names

of those who served in Vietnam and

its interpretative signage, a very

sobering reminder of that war and a

very peaceful / reflective spot near

the centre of town.
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If you’re one of those campers that has to have a mound of telegraph

pole size logs for a fire that everyone has to sit about 20 metres way

from so as not to self ignite, this one is probably not for you. I long

wanted a chainsaw for a while, but recognised the difficulties of

carrying fuel for it when I drive a diesel. I also wondered about how

good they’d be or how long the battery would last. So, after hearing

some good reviews - and already having a couple of batteries for my

drill and driver - I decided to get one as a gift from the Hon Minister for

Finance and War. That way it didn’t cost anything - hey. I have since

used my saw on many occasions and, I must say, its been well worth its

weight in rum. 

 

Don’t underestimate the advantages of carrying a good battery

powered chainsaw on your camping trips - and travels. If you cut the

wood to reasonable lengths, you get a good night’s fire. Cutting in too

short a lengths uses more battery and cutting in longer lengths requires

less cuts. Another trick I learnt from a good mate (and pretty

embarrassingly obvious), is to hunt for firewood on the side of the road

in the last hour/s of your days travels. 

 

Oh, and the chains are standard size - so they can be easily bought or

sharpened. I have also needed to use my saw when recently travelling

on a somewhat isolated track with two other cars towing campers. We

came across a tree that had fallen across the road. Reversing three

cars and their trailers up a narrow bush track to find a turnaround was

not a sound option. Naturally, you need to comply with all the rules

around taking forest products (wood etc) from private property, crown

land and national parks etc. You may, however, need to consider taking

a small inverter to charge the batteries (during the day)  using a

standard charger or get a 12v charger (that costs extra). But, this will

also be there for those other battery items (by the same manufacturer).

Clean Camping
Chainsaws
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Tank Traps at Paddy’s Flat, somewhere between

Urbenville and Tabulam in Northern New South

Wales on the mighty Clarence River. During World

War II, Australians put tank traps in selected

passes to delay the progress of any enemy

attacks - made of concrete and pyramid shaped

to create a blockade whichever way they are

turned. You can find these Tank Traps by taking

the Koreelah-Jackadgery (or part of it) trip I

created (refer: https://campandtravel.com.au/2-

7-days-travel-camping/).

King George V Statue at sunset,

outside the City Hall in King

George Square, Brisbane,

Queensland. King George V was

“King of the United Kingdom and

British Dominions, and Emperor

of India, from 1910 to 1936”

(source: Wikipedia).
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Have you been back-and-forth in wide arcs for a while now trying to get that

caravan, camper or trailer into the perfect spot (or perhaps just somewhere

near it), then you may get something out of this tip or hack. First things first -

STOP! Take a deep breath. We all have good and bad days reversing -

specially after a long day’s travelling. 

 

Taking a moment to pause, collect yourself, focus on the new job in hand and

think small (you’re not doing 90kph and your not doing long sweeping turns -

nor are you going forward). After you’ve figured out where you want to end

up, and how you're going to go about it, take a long hard look at the steering

wheel in the straight ahead position. Next, divide that steering wheel (in your

mind) into quarters so that there’s a 3 o’clock, a 6 o’clock and a 9 o’clock.

Place one hand on the steering wheel in the 6 o’clock position. Now trust me

on the following and commit it to memory: If you want the rear of the trailer

to move to the RIGHT - move your hand to the RIGHT. If you want the rear of

the trailer to move to the LEFT - move your hand to the LEFT. If you’re just

doing simple manoeuvring straight back, you shouldn’t have to turn the

steering wheel past the 3 o’clock and 9 o’clock positions. More complex turns

will require bigger turns - but be sure not to make them so tight that you

effectively run over the trailer - jackknifing it. 

 

If you are at risk of getting too tight, STOP again and drive forward to

2reposition yourself and perhaps approach it from another angle. It may pay

too to point out that shorter trailers are more responsive to your manoeuvring

while longer trailers (or campers with their axles way back) are more

sympathetic. Also, tandem axle trailers can be a little more stubborn when

turning as you fight the scuffing of the tyres. In closing, perhaps the most

important thing to remember is to keep your cool. Having a second (third or

fourth or maybe tenth) go at the reverse will give you far more Hero Status

than a major stuff up with damage to the trailer or car (or tree, or bollard, or

power box or the neighbour’s car or van etc etc). Oh.... and be prepared for

people to come out of their tents and caravans to watch. You’ll do it too -

sometime. ...and one more thing... accept help if it’s offered and don’t be

afraid to ask people to move their cars if needed. Keep safe and have fun

when  out&about.

Reversing a Trailer - Doing
What May Seem Opposite
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The view across Sturt

Stony Desert on Walkers

Crossing Track near

Innamincka, South

Australia. Sometimes,

the photo just doesn’t

do a scene justice.

The former Bank of New South Wales building in the main street of Kyneton, in Victoria’s Macedon

Ranges region. Built in 1904, one can only guess the conversation that must have surrounded the

design of the lettering around the signage for this building - was it a young apprentice who

suggested this Art Nouveau lettering, or was it an old-hand who was able to influence the

adoption of this flourished lettering in a somewhat stoic banking institution. Either way, what we

see today was once covered up and hidden. Source: vhd.heritagecouncil.vic.gov.autext
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Being a tail-ender of the baby boomers, one of my favourite schoolyard

games was ‘Red Rover’. I found myself recalling this game recently as I

watched Australia (state-by-state and territory) limit travel across its

internal borders and impose two-weeks isolation upon entry to each. 

 

But, what the policy makers have overlooked, and a few vocal people

on the social pages ignore, is that, for some, they have no brick and

mortar homes. For them, their homes are more aluminium and fibreglass

with wheels, and they (used to) move from region to region and

between caravan parks and campsites.  They live on the road for work,

financial reasons, in retirement and even for health reasons (mental

and physical). It’s during these times that we need to consider these

people who find themselves now genuinely looking for a place to stop,

self-isolate and do the same thing the rest of us are doing in our ‘fixed’

homes.  

 

So, it is for them that I offer this hack by #AircampAustralia that offers

a list of all of Australia’s caravan parks and camp grounds, and a status

for each on their respective ability to welcome bona fide travellers

seeking to do the right thing at this time. 

 

For those that remain on the move out of sheer bloody-mindedness -

Stop! Keep safe during these times and good health to all. 

Caravan Parks and
Camping Areas Open
During COVID-19
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Travelling along the banks of

the Barcoo River in Welford

National Park in south west

Queensland in the dry season.

This area offers a taste on

desert life and travel - if

you’re appropriately prepared.
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Those moments just after you pull into a campsite with a caravan or

camper are perhaps the most formative ones when it comes to who wants

to know you or the highest level ‘Hero Status’ you’ll ever reach in the eyes

of those around you.  

 

I’m not talking about the reverse park here or how level you get the trailer

etc etc. I’m talking about the erection of the annex roof and the walls -

not to mention all the poles and guy ropes. It’s when arguments erupt

around who left which annex wall on the floor of the garage shed back at

home because they all look the same, or when you try to put the rear wall

where the front wall should go (duh!!), that the neighbouring campers

start bringing their deck chairs out and start Happy Hour early.  

 

My solution to making this task a little easier and knowing where

everything is (well almost everything) when I need it, is to put them in bags

and label them with Nikko pen. You’ll probably find that when the ‘Big

Cloud Fairy’ gave us annex walls and roofs he made them so that they’d

fold up neatly to about the size of a pillow case. So, pop on down to your

nearest cheap shop or raid the rags box and get yourself a handful of

pillow cases. The only tricky bit is deciding on the label names - is the

Front Wall the Side Wall or do you have two Side Walls and a Front. I have

‘Side’, ‘Front’, ‘Rear’ and ‘Skirt’ and it works for me - just don’t ask me

when I’m busy putting them up.  

 

When it comes to packing up, you’ll know where they all go. 

Packing Annex Roof and
Walls - and Finding Them
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This Brahminy Kite

escorted me as I

travelled along the

beach on Bribie Island,

just north of Brisbane,

Queensland. Oh, to see

what they can see...

This Weather Rock at

Brooms Head near

Maclean, New South

Wales provides reliable

weather information

day and night, all year

round. Without giving

away too much, the

caravan parks here is

right on the beach!
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While many of us are flat out; stuck at home looking after and schooling

kids; keeping the house running; working from home; and sadly, for

some, looking for work; there are no doubt times when all our minds

turn to planning our next trips away.  While the actual geographical

destination is somewhat important (or perhaps not so in these times)

what doesn’t relax is the need to travel safely. 

 

You probably know the ball weight of your trailer (you should). And the

maximum ball weight your car and tow ball can carry can be found in

your manual or stamped on the tow bar itself. But... do you have the

spare capacity in the rear axle load limits of your car to carry this ball

load. 

 

It is because 300kg on the ball does NOT equal 300kg on the axle that

this is important. You may like to take some time to read by blog on

“What Does Your Ball Weight Really Weigh?” and run through the “Ball

Weight Calculator” I’ve developed. Try a few different scenarios.

https://campandtravel.com.au/ball-weight-calculator/ This calculator

helps you determine how your car’s wheelbase and tow ball overhang

work to transfer the weight on your tow ball to the rear axle of your

car.  

 

It’s important to note that this is intended as a guide only and actual

loads and technical advice should be confirmed to suit your unique

situation.

Know What Your Ball
Weight Really Weighs
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Sometimes,

you’ve really got

to risk it for a

good photo.

Shoalhaven

Heads, south of

Sydney, New

South Wales.

This cautionary sign in Tambo

(between Blackall and Augathella,

Central Queensland) says it all.

Famous for the Tambo Teddy, they

now have Tambo Lambos as well. As

they say “everyone needs a Tambo

Teddy Bear”.
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What Food to Take Camping In today’s Camping Tips and Hacks, I share

with you a few tips, ideas and suggestions on what to pack in your

larder (and fridge) when you set off to camp and travel.  

 

I offer several suggestions around what to take and a couple of menu

list ideas (complete with with shopping lists) that may help get the

tummy juices running. 

 

 

1 – Always chill your fridge before you head off. 

2 – Do you really need to put that in the fridge? 

3 – When travelling and camping look at the long-life options 

4 – If you have a desire to take meat, then consider freezing it and

having on the second, third or fourth night. 

5 – Don’t hesitate to go with canned foods.

6 – Take enough to allow you (and the crew) to change your mind on

the hop. 

7 – If the Zombie Pandemic of 2020 (COVID-19) taught us anything, it’s

the benefits of having pasta and rice (in all their forms) in the larder. 

 

Go to https://campandtravel.com.au/what-is-the-best-food-to-take-

camping/ for the complete blog.   As I say, it’s food that brings us

together - and mealtime is your big chance to be a ‘Camp Hero’. 

What Food to Take
Camping
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Vista Point on Chaelundi Road in Northern New South Wales offers

fabulous scenic views out to the north and east - looking down into

Nymboi-Bindery National Park and out to the coast. Whilst there is no

snow, and as a Queenslander, this place reminded me (a bit) of the

Victorian High Country. Note: prior research is recommended and the

right vehicle, equipment, and caution is recommended if you wish to

explore this area.
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I jumped on the web this morning and found this Queensland

government page on “Road safety and vehicle maintenance for long

trips”.

 

https://www.qld.gov.au/transport/safety/holiday-travel/long-trips.    

 

For some, it may seem basic - but I’m pretty sure we don’t (I know I

don’t) do as many checks as we should. This is especially true if your car

and / or caravan/camper/trailer have been sitting idle during our

period of isolation. Even your tent may need a once over.   

 

From midnight this Friday (1 May),  Queenslanders will be able to travel

(not camp) up to 50km from home - Yahoo! 

 

As these limits are extended, don’t let your long anticipated camp and

travel trips be ruined by something simple.  Have a read through this list

and act now to save time later.  Keep safe and happy (longer) travels -

soon.

Getting Ready for Isolation
to be Lifted - Safety &
Maintenance
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My

granddaughter

shows us that

age is no barrier

to camping at

Cullendore,

Northern New

South Wales.
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The Hon Minister for Finance and War and myself recently signed a

contract for a new caravan. Subject to industry Zombie Virus closure

etc we have an expected delivery date in a month or so.  

 

While building up the quotation, I identified on several occasions that a

Pain Point for us was the need for a bed long enough for my 6’4” lofty

scale. All the other stuff, like an extended draw bar, extra battery and

solar panel, grey water tank and few extra luxuries were all options that

were easily included. Back to the bed length... “Oh yes - no problem”

said the salesmen. Then, when it came to signing the contract, that was

when his Pain Point became obvious. He said he couldn’t actually

extend the bed base.  You see, when manufacturers design and

manufacture caravans such as (what will be) ours they dream up all

sorts of options and extras - no probs. But, there is a limit on how much

they can modify by sticking their ‘fingers in the spokes’ of the build

process. 

 

Now, it would have been so much more pleasant if he had identified

this as his Pain Point up front instead of glossing over it. Both of us have

now addressed the situation amicably and I have identified a possible

solution that will address my problem - once we take possession. But, it

would have been much better if both sides had been fully upfront

about the limits around which we could come together. Keep safe and

happy negotiations.

Know your pain points18



Level crossing on Cunningham Road,

Cunningham, SE Qld, near Warwick. In a

time when we’re looking at the future

for driverless cars, flying Uber’s and our

children having silicon chips in their

necks, why, oh why, do we still have

pictograms like this on our roads? Let’s

move on from Monopoly and Thomas the

Tank Engine and show the would how

growed up we are. Diesels have a pretty

unique shape to and most drivers

nowadays are over 16 years of age.

Bridge over the Namoi River at

Boggabri, northern New South Wales.

Sometimes, there’s no real reason to go

down any particular road - but its

always worth it just to see.
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Now we have a bit better idea of the Three Stages of Opening Up

Australia (https://campandtravel.com.au/travel-restrictions-for-

corona-virus-being-lifted-australia/), now’s the time to know the state

of your batteries. 

 

With isolation, you may not be running your camp and travel car as

much. Hand-in-hand with this, your secondary battery (used for your

fridge, compressor and lights etc) may not be getting the service

charge it needs to keep it in good health. Then there’s the breakaway

battery for the electric brakes that may need some attention and love

too. 

 

With this in mind, I had a good long chat with Adam recently (my local

Battery World owner on Sherwood Rd, Rocklea Qld). Adam pointed out

that he can test the deep cycle batteries many of us use as secondary

for $20. But, the full bench test takes about a week. So, with a good

couple of months until many of us can do some more serious travel, I’d

suggest you check your battery/ies and perhaps start putting some

money aside for new one. Oh, and don’t sit back waiting... there’s a lot

of batteries that haven’t come in from overseas - and there’s plenty of

others out there possibly about to find their fridges aren’t working up to

speed. And, feel free to have a chat with Adam (Battery World) if

battery talk about watts, volts and amps is still a little foreign to you. 

 

Remember too that Tentworld sell batteries. Head over to Tentworld by

clicking on the link on my Home page and have a browse at the

batteries and other equipment these guys stock. Keep safe and keep

charged.

How’s the Health of Your
Camp Battery?
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The saying could well be “As

proud as a Pelican”. This

majestic bird was snapped

at Brooms Head, Northern

New South Wales. Once you

visit here, you’ll see why he’s

so proud.
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 I’ve been asked on a couple of occasions now to post a blog about

what to do if you find yourself in camp but forgotten an essential item

or items.  You know the scenario - you’re all ready to cook up the

world’s best meal of baked beans on toast... but... You’ve forgotten

the: * can opener; * toaster; * matches; * saucepan; * plates; * spoon;

* stove etc etc etc 

 

Or, it’s raining and you have no awning to cook under. Well, naturally

there’s many ways to ‘skin a drop bear’ and you could always borrow

stuff from a nearby campsite or even devise ways to open the tin (being

careful of steel filings). You could even have the beans cold and

straight from the tin with no bread or a plate - how ‘camping’ is that!!! 

 

Anyway, I have two words of advice, namely: * don’t forget stuff; and *

don’t underestimate the value of rocking up to the local pub for a good

feed and a warm night by the fire - and chatting with a local or other

visitors. Being prepared to encounter the unexpected and findings ways

to adapt is invaluable and makes for a great camp and travel outing. It

doesn’t have to be a pub - it could be a bakery or an RSL. There’s

always a Plan B. Sometimes, it could also be advantageous to ‘lose’ the

can opener ‘accidentally’ and have a good time without it.

Missing Camping
Essentials
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